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MAKING THE RIGHT CHOICES

Values and Ethics – Spring Term KS3 schemes of work overview 2017

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Intro to PSHE

Puberty 1 - Personal hygiene

Domestic abuse
(with PC Sweatman – see emails for schedule)

Puberty 1
Puberty 2
Healthy lifestyle incl. mental
wealth
Alcohol, smoking & energy drinks
Relationships

Puberty
Self-esteem
Mental wealth

Drugs 1
Drugs 2
Child exploitation

Sexting & attitudes online
Derogatory language

Self-esteem / delaying early sex
Cedar Tree (in classes or assembly?)

Risks / Safety (road, water, rail,
etc.)
Child exploitation
E-safety

Respecting sexual identity of
ourselves and others*
Substance misuse
Pressures

Contraception

BUFFER

BUFFER / CAREERS

Review of term

STIs
Abortion(?)
Pregnancy and childbirth
BUFFER

TED/CITIZENSHIP LIKELY TO TAKE OUT 1 LESSON
Review of term
Review of term

Mental health lessons will fit into the whole-school ‘mental wealth’ programme; as such we will work with ZT and team to develop appropriate lessons.
*Suggestion: To include coverage of LGBT, not as a choice itself but rather the choosing of respectful attitudes and language towards others

BUFFERS included to allow flexibility to respond to new events likely to provoke questions, discussion and debate.
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TOLERANCE

Values and Ethics – Spring Term KS4 schemes of work overview 2016-17

Year 10:

Year 11: RE Scheme of Work

The influence of the media – image
Fantasy vs Reality incl. real bodies
Derogatory language (#NotOK)
Consent and the Law
Alcohol and the risks
Alcohol and the risks
Legal and illegal drugs

Introduction to the topic – what is authority
Human Rights – what are they?
Human rights – how can they be maintained?
Fighting for justice – is it a duty?
ICT Lesson – people who have fought for justice.
Punishment – does it work?
‘Once a criminal always a criminal’ – Restorative
justice and religious views of forgiveness.

Healthy eating
Mental wealth

Capital Punishment – what is it?
Capital Punishment – should it exist in today’s world
as a form of punishment?
Do Sacred texts have authority within society?
Should we always obey authority?
Religious law v’s secular laws – is there a problem
here?
Buffer - careers

Bereavement
Child exploitation
BUFFER (incl. Careers)
Feedback and review of the term

BUFFERS included to allow flexibility to respond to new events likely to provoke questions, discussion and debate.

